
BETWEEN ISOLATION, EXPLORATION 
AND THE UNKNOWN

'Between Isolation, Exploration and the Unknown' is my final major project following 
on from my pre-collection research about isolation and confined spaces. 
 
The aim for this collection was to develop a concept inspired by portable homes, 
garments as a shelter and garments for disabled people in reference to the fact that we 
are all looking for ways to make our life more comfortable and as efficient as possible 
in isolation. In consideration of this the focus of this collection lays on creative pattern 
cutting to create garments which will emphasize and work around our distorted bodies 
to make them as comfortable as possible for the wearer. 
The round, voluminous silhouettes and circle elements are a metaphor for our daily 
life’s and routines which stopped changing over the past year and kept repeating 
themselves over and over again.  
The drawstring elements symbolize the feeling of being stuck in isolation. We try to 
break out of the cycle but all we can do is try to adapt to the situation. After a long day 
of sitting hunched back at our desks crammed into our improvised work spaces, it 
often feels like we are unfolding our body when we finally get up and get moving again.  
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Isolation and confined spaces. When our safe spaces 
our homes suddenly start to feel like a cage that we’re 
trapped in and can’t escape no matter how hard we 
try. When spaces that have felt spacious before and 
provided us with comfort after a long day of work start 
to enclose themselves and we feel like being stuck in a 
confined space. Ober the past year we had to face 
significant changes and restrictions in our lifestyles. 
With being forced to stay in isolation as much as 
possible we had to adapt to new ways of living and 
working. With the majority of us having to work from 
home we had to think about new ways to set up our 
work spaces in the most efficient way to be able to still 
meet the work requirements bit also not forgetting 
about our personal life outside of work and letting the 
work control our entire day. Recourses and spaces are 
limited these days. While some people might be lucky 
to have enough space to set up proper studios and 
offices the majority of us finds themselves sitting 
hunched back in front of the computer crammed into 
the last free corner, complaining about back pain and 
aches after starting to move again after a long day of 
just sitting in one place. Others might as well find 
themselves sitting on the floor working hard on the 
next project running around in their confined space 
because the desk is not big enough to fit all the 
material on it. We still travel several miles per day and 
go on a journey but within our confined spaces. We 
fold and unfold ourselves and our working tools to 
have everything we need for this new way of living at 
reach while we undertake unusual seating positions.  
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The aim for this project was to take my research from the 
previous project one step further and connect it with our 
current situation and not only associate the term space 
with the literal outer space but with the actual space that 
we are currently living in.  
Through smaller photo series this collection explores how 
objects and our bodies react to confined spaces and 
analyses how garments and the human body behave in 
isolation.  
Living in times of a pandemic means being forced to live 
and work in the same place. It means being trapped and 
only having a limited access of resources. Innovation and 
creativity are required to master our daily life and adapt to 
the ne circumstances but this also often means that we 
forget to look after ourselves and our body and find 
ourselves in uncomfortable positions. 
The concept was inspired by portable homes, garments as 
a shelter and garments for disabled people in reference to 
the fact that we are all looking for ways to make our life 
more comfortable and as efficient as possible in isolation. 
In consideration of this the focus of this collection lays on 
creative pattern cutting to create garments which will 
emphasize and work around our distorted bodies to make 
them as comfortable as possible for the wearer. 
The round, voluminous silhouettes and circle elements are 
a metaphor for our daily life’s and routines which stopped 
changing over the past year and kept repeating themselves 
over and over again.  
The drawstring elements symbolize the feeling of being 
stuck in isolation. We try to break out of the cycle but all we 
can do is try to adapt to the situation. After a long day of 
sitting hunched back at our desks crammed into our 
improvised work spaces, it often feels like we are unfolding 
our body when we finally get up and get moving again. 
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mix of different fabrics to achieve  
the best combination of comfort and protection 
 
~~~> nylon fabric to make the garments practical for everyday life 
 
~~~> adding knitted details as armcuffs and waistbands adds a  
           level of comfort to the designs 
 
~~~> the knitted elements make the garments even more  
            adjustable since they will stretch around the wearers body  
            without causing an uncomfortable feeling

- high quality PU coated fabric 
- highly technical  
 
~~~> ultra lightweight: the weight of this fabric makes it suitable 
           for outdoor jackets, sleeping bags and lightweight tents 
 
~~~> water resistent: water will just flow off, keeping you dry 
 
~~~> windproof: helps protect from the harsh effects of the wind 
 
~~~> breathable: helps prevent sweating and stops and stops you 
            getting too warm 
 
~~~> quickdry: dries quickly, no need for tumble dry 
 
~~~> durable: this fabric is hard-wearing

- a very technical sportswear fabric 
- coated microfibre 
- both waterproof and breathable, great high performance coats  
   and jackets, as well as bag and rucksacks 
 
~~~> lightweight: the weight of this fabric means that coats made  
            out of it will be light and easy to wear 
 
~~~> waterproof: water rolls right off it and won‘t penetrate the  
            fabric, keeping you dry 
 
~~~> breathable: this fabric has a breathable coating, which 
            helps prevent sweat and prevents you from getting too  
            warm
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- adding circles/ holes to the designs 
- add volume from the center of the holes 
- volume can be controlled by pulling the  
  drawstrings

CONCEPT 
(EXPLAINED ON TOILE DETAILS)

~~~> the circle represents our daily life/  
           routines; on the one hand we‘re trying to   
           break out of our routines because we feel  
           a bit trapped in our spaces (escapism), on   
           the other hand we have realized that we   
           can‘t change change the situation at the  
           moment, so we can only try to adapt to it 
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Oversized Parka with adjustable pouches 
 
~~~> The drawstrings make the parka multifunctional, they can be adjusted to  achieve the desired volume and length 
 
~~~> It is a unisex parka which can be worn by many different body types due to the adjustable silhouette and volume 
 
~~~> The pouches in the slits can be kept on the inside to create the look of a pocket or pulled on the outside to enhance the 
           silhouette and add some additional volume 
 
~~~> It acts as a shelter/ safe space when loosen the drawstring but will still be practical for the everyday life because the 
           silhouette can be tightened 
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